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WHAT WE’LL DISCUSS THIS
MORNING
From Whence We’ve Come
“Modern” Stormwater Management
“Future” of Stormwater Management
The What’s
The How Well’s
Concluding Remarks
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FROM WHENCE WE’VE COME
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MILLENIA HISTORY OF WATER
COLLECTION AND CONVEYANCE
Mohenjo Daro in Indus Valley
2600 to 1900 BC
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MILLENIA HISTORY OF WATER
COLLECTION AND CONVEYANCE
Knossos, Crete
Great Palace - 1700 to 1400
BC
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MILLENIA HISTORY OF WATER
COLLECTION AND CONVEYANCE
Rome founded 753 BC, Empire
Ends 476 AD
Engineers of the Ancient World

Pont du Gard, France, 19 BC
Cloaca Maxima, 600 BC
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MILLENIA HISTORY OF WATER
COLLECTION AND CONVEYANCE
Archaic to Hellenistic Greece
Contemporary of Romans - 800
to 146 BC

Drains in Pella, 350 BC

“On Airs, Waters, and Places,”
400 BC
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“MODERN” STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT
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PROTECTION OF PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
& PREVENTION OF PROPERTY DAMAGE
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CONVEYANCE IS THE PRIME DIRECTIVE
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WHEN CONVEYANCE IS THE PRIME DIRECTIVE
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WHEN CONVEYANCE IS THE PRIME DIRECTIVE
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“FUTURE” STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT – GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE & LID
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GI/LID DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
Engineered Systems to
Ensure that Human
Activities DO NOT
Exceed Assimilative
Capacity of Receiving
Environment (Water,
Pollutants, Heat, etc.)
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GI/LID DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Move from Historical Centralized Stormwater Collection and
Rapid Conveyance
TO Distributed Management
Design to Minimize Impact TO
Receiving Ecosystem
Water Supplies
Livability of Own & Downstream Communities
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THE WHAT’S
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE &
LOW IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT
OPTIONS

However, levees close to the channel can create a
set of problems and challenges. Because they greatly
narrow the area available to transport floods, they do
work to rapidly flush floodwaters and sediments
through the system – but this means that the levees
are exposed to high-velocity water along their “wet”
side (Figure 1). This can result in erosion and high
maintenance costs. In many places, the growing
list of sites needing repair has outstripped the
maintenance budget, resulting in levees that are
more likely to fail during a flood (Leavenworth 2004;
American Society of Civil Engineers 2009).

CONSTRUCTED WETLANDS

As is the case in forest restoration, it is also important
to consider unintended consequences as part of
planning for artificial wetlands (e.g. one concern can
be proliferation of invasive species in the nutrientrich habitats (Tanner et al. 2006)). Another important
concern, particularly in the tropics, but also elsewhere
in the world, is the creation of new habitats for
mosquitos and thereby vector-borne disease risks
(Medlock and Vaux 2011).
Constructing Wetlands
Water
management benefits

¬
¬
¬
¬

Water supply regulation
(incl. drought mitigation)
Flood mitigation
Water purification and
biological control
Water temperature control

Co-benefits

¬
¬
¬
¬
¬

Biodiversity benefits
(incl. pollination)
Recreational,
aesthetic value
Reduced water
treatment costs
Livelihood
income possibilities
Climate change
adaptation and mitigation
(carbon storage
and sequestration)

Levees close to a river also dramatically restrict
the area of floodplain that benefits from periodic
connections with the river and constricts the
ability of the river to meander and create new riverfloodplain habitats. Because of the vulnerability to
erosion mentioned above, these levees often require
armouring to prevent erosion and meandering, further
diminishing the natural habitat values of the river’s
edge, which is generally the most biologically valuable
habitat. Also, while levees may prevent flooding at
one location, they may increase the risk of flooding
upstream and/or downstream of the levees. Moving
levees back away from the channel - often called
“setback levees” - can alleviate these problems.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS FOR WATER MANAGEMENT

local waterways. The construction of the artificial
wetland to process wastewater cost the city USD 26
million less than a conventional treatment system and
saves USD 1.6 million annually in operational costs,
while water discharged from the wetlands surpasses
the quality of water from the city’s wastewater
treatment plant (PSNewswire 2013).

Benefits

Description

Primary
Setback levees increase channel capacity for
carrying floodwaters. By increasing conveyance
2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo
through a section of river, setback levees can relieve
“bottleneck” points on a river where floodwaters
would tend to back up and potentially cause flooding.

Along many major rivers, levees have been
constructed close to the edge of the river channel,
which maximizes the amount of land protected by a
levee. By placing levees close to the channel, rivers
become more effective conduits for drainage. It can
also maximize the use of surrounding lands, even in
times of high water levels.

While levees close to the channel are exposed to
deep, high-velocity water during floods, setback
levees are less frequently exposed to floodwaters
because of the increased channel capacity. Further,
because flow over floodplains is generally much
shallower and slower than rivers, when setback
levees are exposed to floodwaters they are less

3.5 Reconnecting rivers to floodplains
(levee setbacks or removal)7
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MORE CONSTRUCTED WETLAND
DESIGNS FOR STORMWATER

NFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE FOR WATER MANAGEMENT

ofs also provide significant cost savings
energy savings. The vegetation cover on
can provide both additional insulation
ng benefits. The cover of plants prevents
surface from overheating, and therefore
uilding cooling needs. Buildings can also
om the evaporative cooling that occurs
ase of water stored in the growing media
merican Rivers 2010).

oofs also support local biodiversity.
ple, an urban regeneration project in Malmö,
ncreased the local biodiversity by 50 per
ugh (among other measures), green roofs,
racted birds and insects (Naumann et al.
een roof initiatives can also support local
s and income generation activities through
ent creation, increased demand for building
and urban agriculture opportunities.

ew of climate change, green roofs can
d the adaptive capacity of cities. They are
ly suited to address two climate change
ues: temperature and extreme precipitation.
fs can help to counteract urban heat island
veral studies show that converting to green
help to reduce surface temperature of the
p to 30-60°C and ambient temperature by
, depending on the type of conventional
d. The vegetation cover also protects the
g roof cover from the impacts of wind,
emperature impacts, thereby increasing
pan of the roof up to three times (Foster
1).

Establishing flood bypasses

Water
management benefits

Co-benefits

5-15 cm, while intensive green roofs have a soil
depth of 15 cm or more (CNT & American Rivers
2010). Intensive green roofs contain more resilient
vegetation with deeper roots, while extensive roofs
remarkably
serve more of an aesthetic purpose.

¬ Riverine
flood control
¬ Biodiversity
benefits
Costs
of establishing
green
roofs
differ
¬ Groundwater recharge
¬ Recreational,
depending on the geographic
location,
the type of roof,
aesthetic
value
¬ Income
from hunting,
local labour and material
costs.
For example,Benefits
a study
fishing, farming, etc.
Primary
based in the US, estimated costs to be between
Green roofs can function as an integral part of
USD 65 to USD 450 m2 for constructing extensive
regulating water quantity in cities by reducing
3.7 and
Green
roofs
USDroofs
200 to USD 900 m2 for intensive
roofs
storm
runoff and thereby preventing floods from
Description
overburdening
sewers. As roof vegetation grows,
(Foster
et al. 2011). Additional costs may
need
it can store large amounts of water. This is released
toGreen
be factored
if there
need toare
structurally
roofs (alsoinreferred
to is
as aeco-roofs)
later during the process of evaporation from the soil
building roofs
that arebuildings
fully or partially
reinforce
or retrofit
to be covered
able to carry
or the the
transpiration process of the plants themselves.
with vegetation. The choice of vegetation is usually
extra
weight created from the soil and vegetation.
In this way, green roofs alleviate the burden of public
plants or trees well suited for the local weather
sewage
systems and help to avoid overflow during
Costs
of maintenance
vary
depending
on the type
conditions,
which are grown
in a growing
medium
storms with high precipitation (CNT & American
sand or gravel),
over aweather
waterproof
of(soil,
vegetation,
staff planted
costs and
conditions.
Rivers 2010). Green roofs can reduce the annual roof
membrane. Constructing additional layers in the
One
case study shows that the approximate
costs runoff by up to 50 to 60 per cent through
stormwater
form of root barriers, drainage nets and irrigation
retention of up to 90 per cent of runoff from smaller
ofsystems,
that equal
2
to
3
per
cent
of
the
initial
investment
can also be part of establishing green roofs
storms (up to 25mm), and at least 30 per cent for
(Foster
et al. 2011).
costs
annually
(Foster et al. 2011).
large storms (Foster et al. 2011). For example, a green
Depending on the main purpose, green roofs can

roof demonstration project on the roof of Chicago
Despite
the additional investments required
in the
be either intensive or extensive. Extensive roofs City Hall in the USA demonstrates that its green roof
initial
phase
of growing
establishing
a green
roof, the net
use a soil
(or other
media) depth
of around
present value of green roofs has been estimated to
be as much as 40 per cent higher than conventional
roofs. The cost savings accrue from reduced costs in
stormwater management, lower energy consumption
and improved air quality. Studies show energy
savings from green roofs in the range of 15 to 45 per
cent (for cool and white roofs up to 65 per cent) in
energy savings, mainly through lower cooling needs
(Foster et al. 2011). In Basel, Switzerland, green roof
regulations have spurred installation of green roofs.
As of 2007, 23 per cent of the flat roof area in Basel
was green roofs, supporting endangered species
and providing energy savings of 4GWh (Naumann
et al. 2011). The exact cost saving depends on local
rainfall conditions, energy costs, etc.

GREEN ROOFS
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© Chesapeake Bay Program

ts
al benefits from green roofs include their
value, improved air quality, reduced noise
water nutrient pollutant control and carbon
tion. Vegetation on green roofs can remove
r of air pollutants, including particulate
M), NOX, SO2, CO and O3, as well as store
oster et al. 2011). This could be of particular
ce in urban centres that are exposed to
mation. The cooling effect of vegetation
cts smog formation through slowing the
ate of nitrogen oxides and volatile organic
ds (CNT & American Rivers 2010).

Costs

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS FOR WATER MANAGEMENT

able to retain 75 per cent of runoff from a
orm (Dunn 2007) (See Box 11).

Figure 6.4.2 Cross section
of vegetated roof garden.
© Environmental Services,
Portland, Oregon

Green roofs
Water
Co-benefits
management benefits
Green roof in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, USA.
¬ Flood mitigation (urban ¬ Biodiversity benefits
stormwater control)
¬ Aesthetic value
¬ Improved air quality
¬ Reduced noise pollution
¬ Carbon sequestration
¬ Energy savings (reduced
cooling and heating needs)
¬ Reduced urban heat
island effect

35

For a sample vegetated roof specification, see Appendix 9.

6.4.3 Maintenance

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

Proper maintenance and operation are essential to ensure that designed performance
and benefits continue over the full life cycle of the installation. Each roof garden
installation will have specific design, operation, and maintenance guidelines provided
by the manufacturer and installer. The following guidelines provide a general set
of standards for prolonged roof garden performance. Note that some maintenance
recommendations are different for extensive versus intensive roof gardens. The
procedures outlined below are focused on extensive roof systems and different
procedures for intensive roof recommendations are noted.
Schedule
• All facility components, including structural components, waterproofing,
drainage layers, soil substrate, vegetation, and drains should be inspected for
proper operation throughout the life of the roof garden.
• The property owner should provide the maintenance and operation plan, and
inspection schedule.
• All elements should be inspected twice annually for extensive installations and
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GREEN ROOFS, SLC
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GREEN ROOFS
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RAIN GARDENS, BIOSWALES
Green spaces

Costs of rain garden and bioswale construction are
relatively low and largely depend on land, vegetation
and labour costs. Foster et al. (2010) estimated that
the costs of installing bioswales in an alley (in the
US) would cost approximately USD 24 to USD 100
per meter of established bio-swale. Costs of rain
gardens are estimated at USD 32 to USD 65 m2.
A study from the Center for Watershed Protection
in the US estimated and compared the construction
costs of grass bioswales, and found the average
construction costs to be USD 4.5 m2, with costs
ranging from USD 3 to USD 9 m2 (CNT & American
Rivers 2010).

Water
management benefits

¬
¬
¬
¬

Flood mitigation
(stormwater runoff control)
Water purification
Water supply
regulation (improved
groundwater recharge)
Temperature control
(shading of water ways)

Co-benefits

¬
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬

Biodiversity benefits
Aesthetic value
Improved air quality
Energy savings for
water treatment
Carbon sequestration
Reduced urban heat
island effect
Reduced noise pollution

3.9 Permeable pavements
Description

The maintenance costs of rain gardens and bioswales
are low, once vegetation has been established.
They do require regular inspections in order to ensure
that dense vegetation cover is maintained and that
soil maintains its ability to infiltrate water. Depending
on the concentration levels of the various water
contaminants, additional costs may occur as a result
of the need to replace some plants as they reach the
limit of pollutant uptake, or even die. Attention must
also be given to ensuring that plants grown in green
spaces receiving larger streams of pollutants (e.g.
heavy metals that are absorbed, but not dissolved)
are not posing a threat to human and/or animal
health via further consumption in the food chain.

Conventional pavement alternatives such as asphalt
and concrete are impervious surfaces, preventing
any runoff infiltration. Permeable pavement is made
of materials that allow for the water to infiltrate,
be filtered and recharge groundwater. Types of
permeable pavement materials include pervious
concrete and asphalt, permeable interlocking
concrete pavers (PICPs), concrete grid pavers,
and plastic reinforced grass pavement (Hunt and
Szpir 2006). Materials used for permeable pavements
usually contain coarse particles resulting in a high
permeability (pore-space for water to pass through).
Permeable pavements usually have two underlying
layers: one of finer sediment that work as a filter,
This practice would not work and
in areas
where
one of gravel that conveys and stores water
When designing green spaces it is important to
2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo
more frequent pedestrian crossing of the
A swale is a bioretention feature
gently
ensurewith
that the
increased water infiltration does not and gives structural support. Though permeable
ROW
is
required,
or
on
steeper
slopes
where
sloping sides that is long and
linear
in shape.
result
in negative
downstream impacts. For example, pavements are constructed of conventional grey
erosion might be caused by the through-flow
A swale may capture and infiltrate
stormwater
increased
water infiltration could elevate groundwater materials, they strive to mimic and support water
of water in and out of curb cuts (this is avoidin place (when level-bottomed),
levelsor
to transport
such an extent that basements become ecosystem services provided by soils and thus
ed in the basin designs by making the curb
water downhill to a drain orflooded.
other detention
Careful planning and knowledge of the are included in this guide as part of the array of
cut both the inlet and overflow of the basin).
feature. In the example below,
long swale
GI solutions.
local ahydrology
is therefore necessary.

Streetside practices: other applications

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS FOR WATER MANAGEMENT

Costs

Swale with curb cuts

was created to capture stormwater from the
street via a series of curb cuts.

This design is very similar to the shallowsloped basins on page 20 (it can have an identical cross-section), the difference being that
the swale is one long continuous feature rather than being broken up into individual basins.

Basin or swale without
curb cuts

In areas where the ROW is too small to create
a basin with curb cuts or where stormwater
does not flow along the gutter, bioretention
areas may still be created to capture runoff
from sidewalks and adjacent properties.
One option for using curb cuts in areas with wide
Site selection
t If only collecting runoff from an adjacent
(9’ or wider) earthen areas between curb and
t Follow site selection guidelines for curb cuts
sidewalk
(versus
sidewalk (ROW)
is to create
basinsnot
withwork
shallow
(p. 17) and
vegetation
(p. 9).from a street or parking
This
practice
would
in
areas
where
Swale with curb cuts
slopes thatmore
are notfrequent
lined with pedestrian
rock. These basins
t the
Minimum width of earthen area between the
crossing
of
A swale is a bioretention feature with gently
are similar in structure and function to basins
curb and sidewalk/path must be at least 9’
ROW is required, or on steeper slopes where
sloping sides that is long and linear in shape.
with rock-lined edges (page 18), the main differwide in areas with on-street parking (8’ witherosion might be caused by the through-flow
A swale may capture and infiltrate stormwater
ence being the use of sloping sides. This is made
out parking).
water
outright-of-way
of curb cuts (this is avoidin place (when level-bottomed), or transport
possible inof
areas
withinaand
greater
t Avoid streets with slopes greater than 5%.
ed in the basin designs by making thet curb
width.
water downhill to a drain or other detention
Maintain setbacks from above- and belowcut both the inlet and overflow of the basin).
feature. In the example below, a long swale
ground utilities as required.

Streetside practices: curb cut & basin, shallow slope
CURB CUTS & SWALES
Streetside practices: other applications

Function
was created to capture stormwater from
the
AdvantagesBasin
street via a series of curb cuts.
t

or swale without
curb cuts

Design and construction

This series of basins collects stormwater from the adjacent sidewalk and businesses (without curb cut).

lot), this method will generally provide less
passive stormwater irrigation to plants.
t Downspouts from adjacent buildings can
be directed into basins in the ROW (these
must be sized appropriately to capture
and infiltrate the calculated rooftop run41
off.
t Since no curb cut is present to serve as the
overflow for bioretention features, ensure
Make level
area
at bottom
of basin astolarge
as
that
overflow
is directed
the street
and
possiblenot
to maximize
stormwater
infiltration.
It is often difficult to find non-native plants
on to adjacent
properties.
In areas with on-street parking, preserve
that provide environmental services better
an 18” “step-out zone” of flat soil or gravel
than natives over the long term.

Gently sloping sides are safer for pedestrian
t Excavate bottom of basin 10”-12” below the
environments
surface of the street and backfill with 2”-4” of
This design is very similar to the shallowwhererock
thelining
ROW is too small to create
t Slopes In
doareas
not require
mulch (note: in Tucson, basins must not allow
sloped basins on page 20 (it can have antidenwith curb cuts
or where stormwater
t
Blends ainbasin
with surrounding
landscape
standing water deeper than 8”. Excavating
tical cross-section), the difference being
that does not flow along the gutter, bioretention
Disadvantages
deeper and backfilling with mulch allows
the swale is one long continuous featuret ratht
A relatively
ROW
area isto
re-capture runoff
areaslarge
mayearthen
still be
created
greater stormwater capacity—at minimum,
is an
essential
element
of all
er than being broken up into individual basins.
quired from
to install
this practice
sidewalks
and adjacent properties. Vegetation
top of mulch
must
be at least
2” below
thegreen
At
this
site
in
Tucson,
a
3”
deep
swale
was
created
in (sloped 1% toward basin) next to curb to alt The clear
of a rock edge
is absent,
infrastructure
practices.
Thefrom
benefits
of using
curb the
cutROW
inlet).
t boundary
If only
collecting
runoff
from an
adjacent
to
collect runoff
the sidewalk
and adjaThis
long,
shallow
ROW swale
has multiple
curb
cuts
low passengers to step in and out of vehicles.
cent
property.
which maysidewalk
result in more
pedestrian
in developed
areas
well
docut vegetation
If pedestrian
access to cross
the are
ROW
is needalong
itsfrom
length.atraffic
(versus
street or parking
series
basinsthan
collects
the
4 stormwater
t adjaPreserve a 1’-wide area, slightly sloped (1%)
through planted areas, and may present chaled, sizeThis
basins
noofin
longer
20’
in length,
mented
(for
trees
particular)
, as
it:(withoutfrom
cent
sidewalk
and businesses
curb cut).
toward basin next to pedestrian pathway or
lenges in keeping mulch in place
5’ level
betweenofbasins.
t with
cleans
air pathways
and stormwater
pollutants
sidewalk.
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23
t reduces lot),
localthis
temperatures
shadingprovide less
method willby
generally
t If sidewalks are not present, preserve a minihardscape
and providing
cooling
evapopassive
stormwater
irrigation
to plants. mum 4’ flat pedestrian pathway within the
transpiration,
which infrom
turnadjacent
saves energy
t Downspouts
buildings can
ROW (sloped 1% toward basin).
t extends be
thedirected
life of asphalt
through
shadinto basins
in the
ROW t(these
Curb cut should be both the inlet and the
ing
must be sized appropriately to capture
overflow outlet of the basin. To achieve this,
t providesand
habitat
for
wildlife
the bottom of the curb cut should be at least
infiltrate the calculated rooftop run4” below any other point along the edge of
t builds organic
matter
in
soil
off.
the basin.
step(foreground)
is imperative
to ensure
t increases
permeability
of soil
through
Native
bunchThis
grasses
thrive
in a swale
t Since
no curb cut
is present
to serve as the
5
that
overflow
exits backrunoff
ontofrom
the street
andlot
that collects
stormwater
a parking
penetration
of roots
overflow
for bioretention features, ensure
not
onto
adjacent
properties.
The
more
a site
(right, not shown).
t takes upthat
atmospheric
dioxide
overflowcarbon
is directed
to the street and
2017
Fall Conference
and Storm
Water
Expo
is
sloped,
the
shorter
the
basin
must
be
to
t beautifies
neighborhoods
not
on to adjacent properties.
maintain these levels.
landscape
trees over the native velvet mest adds
value
homes
Figure 4. Typical cross-section of a basin with sloping sides,
showing
typical to
setbacks
for a site on
t Create planting shelves along the basin to
a residential street with on-street parking. For plan view see Appendix.

General green infrastructure practices: vegetation

Function

t

This long, shallow ROW swale has multiple curb cuts
along its length.

Green Infrastructure for Southwestern Neighborhoods

slows traffic along neighborhood streets

At this site in Tucson, a 3” deep swale was created in
t increases human well-being
the ROW to collect runoff from the sidewalk and adjacent property.
20

23

Native plants are often the best choice for use
in GI practices, as they:
t are uniquely adapted to grow in local soil
and climate conditions, including low and
variable precipitation in the Southwest
t provide the best habitat for native wildlife
t help create a unique sense of place and
connection with the surrounding environ-

quite for their ability to grow faster and create denser shade canopies. While these are
valuable assets, South American mesquites
Green Infrastructure for Southwestern Neighborhoods
have the following problems that the natives
do not6:
t produce shallow roots that can damage
nearby hardscape
t tend to outgrow their root systems and
become vulnerable to uprooting in
storms
t produce flowers that many native bees

Site selection

Though each unique GI practice has its own
site selection guidelines, the following spec
ics should be followed for plants in all appli
cations:
t Where possible, choose sites where
adequate runoff is available to offset or
eliminate the need for long-term irrigation of vegetation (see page 12).
t Choose sites in which vegetation will pr
vide maximum desired benefit, such as
shading hardscape or cars, calming traffi
or creating community gathering space
t Plan for the mature size of plants when
selecting and designing GI sites. Plantin
too densely based on the small stature
of young plants can create overgrown
landscapes, result in stunted plants that
compete for resources, and cause plants
to encroach on adjacent areas (e.g.
streets, sidewalks, power lines) requiring
frequent pruning.
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t
t
t

infrastructure practices versus working only
in the right-of-way with curb cuts and basins.

too wide
barren of vegetation
hot and unfriendly to bicyclists
and pedestrians

They generate stormwater runoff that:
t carries non-point source pollution to
waterways
t floods the street creating traffic hazards
t erodes soil downstream of paved areas
t increases maintenance costs
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Advantages
t possible in areas with small/impervious
ROW
t can capture more stormwater
t better calms traffic
t dramatically affects streetscape & neighborhood aesthetics

These features
reduce the
width
and street
In-street
practices:
working
in
the
In-street
practices:
working
instreet
the
street
create pervious planting areas, which:
t

calm traffic

The problem: t reduce flooding, sedimentation, and eroThe problem:
A solution: too much
too much
streetstreet sion
capture,
Too
many southwestern
streets
are:clean, and infiltrate stormwater
Too many
southwestern
streets tare:
green infrastructure
t grow vegetation that shades streets and
t too wide
t too wide

Why work
the street?
Why work
in theinstreet?
Disadvantages
The following
pointsthe
outline
the advantages
The following
points outline
advantages
t more expensive
and disadvantages
using in-street
and
disadvantages
of using of
in-street
green green
t more disruptive
(can
displace
parking,
infrastructure
practices
versus
only
infrastructure
practices versus workingworking
only
more construction,
etc.)
in theofright-of-way
with
and basins.
in the
right-of-way
cutscurb
andcuts
basins.
t more contentious
(because
costwith
andcurb

In-street GI features include :
t ofbarren
of vegetation sidewalks, cooling neighborhood tempert barren
vegetation
tDIJDBOFT
atures and creating more desirable places
disruption)
t unfriendly
hot and unfriendly
to bicyclists
t hot and
to bicyclists
tNFEJBOT
Advantages
for biking and walking
t may not be possible
in Advantages
areas where stormand pedestrians
and pedestrians
tUSBóDDJSDMFT
t possible
in areas
with small/impervious
t possible
in areas with
small/impervious
water conveyance
is needed
ROW
They generate
stormwater
runoff that:
stormwater
runoff that:
The problem: They generate
Why work in the ROW
street?
t advantages
can more
capture
more stormwater
t non-point
carries non-point
source pollution
to
t canthe
capture
stormwater
t carries
source pollution
to
The following points outline
too much street waterways
t calms
better
calms traffic
waterways
t better
traffic
and disadvantages of using
in-street
green
Too many southwestern
streets
are:
These
features
reduce
the
street
width
and
These
features
reduce
the
street
width
and
t
dramatically
t
floods
the
street
creating
traffic
hazards
t
dramatically
affects
streetscape
& neigh-& neight floods the street creating traffic hazards
infrastructure practices versus working only affects streetscape
t too wide
create pervious
areas, which:
create pervious
plantingplanting
areas,
which:
borhood
aesthetics
t soil
erodes
soil downstream
paved areas
borhood
aesthetics
t erodes
downstream
of pavedofareas
in the
right-of-way with curb
cuts and
basins.
t barren of vegetation
calm traffic
t calmttraffic
t increases
maintenance
t increases
maintenance
costs costs
t hot and unfriendly to bicyclists
t flooding,
reduce flooding,
sedimentation,
t reduce
sedimentation,
and ero-and eroDisadvantages
Disadvantages
Advantages
and pedestrians A solution:
sion
sion
more expensive
t small/impervious
moretexpensive
A solution:
t possible in areas with
t capture,
clean,
and infiltrate
stormwater
t capture,
clean, and
infiltrate
stormwater
more disruptive
(can displace
t moretdisruptive
(can displace
parking, parking,
ROW
They generate stormwater
runoff
that: infrastructure
green
green
infrastructure
grow vegetation
thatstreets
shadesand
streets and more construction,
t growtvegetation
that shades
etc.)
etc.)
t can capture more stormwater more construction,
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t reduce flooding, sedimentation, and eroDisadvantages
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Median

with a lifetime between seven and 35 years, depending
on the type of pavement and required maintenance
24
(Foster et al. 2011). Permeable pavements require
maintenance and clogging is the main concern for
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
GUIDEsystems.
FOR WATER
MANAGEMENT
such pavement
These
pavements usually
need to be vacuum swept three to four times a year
to prevent pores from becoming clogged (CRWA
2008). Permeable pavements are also rarely used in
locations that are subject to heavy loads, although
some types have been developed and are used in
e.g. commercial ports.

Traffic circle

it falls with little distance between capture and
usage areas. In in situ water
harvesting, soil serves
Green Infrastructure for Southwestern Neighborhoods
as the storage medium, with landscape serving
as the collection and storage area. Examples of
in situ water harvesting include terracing, pitting
and conservation tillage practices; often, these are
identical to measures used for soil conservation
(UNEP and SEI 2009).

POROUS PAVEMENTS
Long term application of permeable pavements
would also need proper monitoring to ensure that
the pollutants captured by the pavements do not
migrate to the underlying soils.
Furthermore, when using permeable pavements
it is important to ensure that the increased water
infiltration does not result in negative downstream
impacts. For example, increased water infiltration
could elevate groundwater levels to such an extent
that basements become flooded.

Ex situ water harvesting uses systems where
rainwater is captured in areas external to the final
water storage. Capture areas in this case include
natural soil surfaces or rooftops, roads and pavements
in urban areas. Water is stored in natural or artificial
reservoirs, with little or no infiltration capacity.
Examples include capturing and storing water in
dams, wells, ponds, cisterns, etc. (UNEP and SEI 2009).
Storage in artificial reservoirs can be considered to
be a form of grey water infrastructure, according to
the definition of this guide. This approach is included
here, as it can deliver a number of relevant water
management co-benefits.

Figure 3. Types of permeable pavements: (A) pervious concrete, (B) pervious asphalt, (C) permeable
Benefits
interlocking concrete pavers (PiCPs),
(D) plastic grid
reinforced grass pavement (Hunt and Szpir 2006).
Permeable
pavements

Water
In application of permeable
pavements,
care must
management
benefits
be taken to avoid potential groundwater and
¬
Flood mitigation
¬
soil contamination due to the high permeability.
(stormwater runoff control) ¬
For example, there is a risk that salts used in de¬
Water purification
icing of roads can reach groundwater, as well as
¬ Water supply
¬
increase mobility of some heavy metals in the soil
regulation (improved
(such as lead, copper and cadmium). For these
groundwater recharge)
reasons, permeable pavements are usually advised
for areas with low traffic volumes and low exposure
to potential contaminants (CVC & TRCA 2010),
such as residential roads, parking lots, walkways,
driveways, patios, etc. Excluded areas unsuitable
for permeable pavements include fuel stations and
zones where hazardous
materials are handled.
Description

Co-benefits

Primary

Pollutants in the runoff water areFor
captured
in the
in situ
water harvesting methods, the primary
layers of the pavement. Studies showed that the
Improved air quality
benefits
are increased water infiltration and water
amount of removed pollutants equals 85 to 95 per
Reduced urban heat
capacity
in the soil, which results in higher
cent for suspended solids, 65 toholding
85 per cent
for
island effect
phosphorus, 80 to 85 per cent forsoil
nitrogen,
30 perImproved infiltration also reduces runoff
fertility.
Reduced noise pollution
cent for nitrate and up to 98 per cent for metals
from slopes and facilitates groundwater recharge
(CRWA 2008).

(Agriwaterpedia 2014).
Co-benefits
Auxiliary benefits include reduced noise levels, due to
For ex situ water harvesting, primary benefits relate to
the higher porosity of the surface, and mitigating
reduced
stormwater runoff and increased availability
the urban heat island effect. Permeable
pavements
absorb less heat and help reduce
through
Fall Conferencewater
and Storm Water Expo
of heat
water
for productive use (e.g. 2017
drinking
evaporation (Foster et al. 2011). This in turn has a
orenvironments,
water for cattle). In urban areas, the reduced
positive impact on the surrounding
also reducing energy needs for cooling.
The reduced runoff volumes also contribute to
Benefits
stormwater
Water harvesting refers to redirection
of rainwater
urban heat island
effect also decreases ground level
minimizing the amount of pollutant loads entering
Primary benefits
ozone formation,
improving local air quality (CNT
and
stormwater
runoff,
and
storage
for
productive
Permeable pavements can provide important
stormwater
American Rivers 2010). By alleviating
the sewercollection systems, mitigating potential
(agriculture,runoff
drinking
water&and
more). Rainwater
alternatives use
to conventional
control
system load, they can also contribute
to reduced
negative
water quality effects (EPA 2013). The reduced
infrastructure harvesting
in urban environments.
has a long history and
has
been
used by treatment.
energy
needs
for wastewater
volume of stormwater entering sewage systems
Installing permeable
can reduce storm
many pavement
ancient civilizations
to support
agriculture
and there are also cost
For colder
climatic conditions
runoff by 70 to 90 per cent (Foster et al. 2011), reducing
relieves the load of water treatment plants and
savings inThere
a reduced
cope
seasonal
water
availability.
is a need
widefor road salt in winter
risk of flooding
and with
overflow
of sewage
systems.
reduces
(by up to 75 per cent). The decrease
in saltrisk
use of combined sewer overflows during
rainwater
techniques, and the
Excess runoff invariety
an urban of
setting
also poses harvesting
sanitation
also reduces pollution in local waterways
(CNT & This translates to reduced costs and
storm events.
risks through accumulation
of
contaminants,
such
as
choice of the specific solution
greatly
depends
American
Rivers
2010). on
oil, grease, toxins and pathogens, which can reach the
energy use for water treatment and conveyance.
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Chicane

3.10 Water harvesting
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POROUS PAVEMENTS

3. Eco-Stone permeable interlocking concrete
pavers
2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo
Eco-Stone is a high-density concrete paver that allows infiltration through a built-in
pattern of openings filled with aggregate. When compacted, the pavers interlock and
transfer vertical loads to surrounding pavers by shear forces through fine aggregate in
the joints (Pentec Environmental, 2000). Eco-Stone interlocking pavers are placed on
island effect reduction, material recycling, energy conservation,
andsub-base
light pollution
reduction,
the aggregate layer that provides a
open graded
aggregate
topped but
withalso
a finer
creation of a new market.
level and uniform bedding material. Properly installed and maintained, high-density
pavers have high load bearing strength and are capable of carrying heavy vehicle
In 2006, when the Green Alley Program began, the city
paid at
about
perProperly
cubic yard
of permeable
weight
low $145
speeds.
installed
and maintained pavers should have a service
concrete. Just one year later, the cost of permeable concrete
hadtodropped
only $45
per cubic yard.
life of 20
25 yearsto(Smith,
2000).
Compared with the cost of ordinary concrete, $50 per cubic yard, permeable concrete may have seemed
like an infeasible option in the past to customers wanting to purchase concrete.31 After the city’s initial
investment in the local permeable concrete market, the product cost has come down making permeable
concrete a more affordable option for other consumers besides the city. This has resulted in an increased
application of permeable concrete throughout the region.

POROUS PAVEMENTS
Figure 6.3.7 Permeable
interlocking concrete paver
section.
Graphic by Gary Anderson

3. Eco-Stone permeable interlocking concrete pavers
Eco-Stone is a high-density concrete paver that allows infiltration through a built-in
pattern of openings filled with aggregate. When compacted, the pavers interlock and
transfer vertical loads to surrounding pavers by shear forces through fine aggregate in
the joints (Pentec Environmental, 2000). Eco-Stone interlocking pavers are placed on
open graded sub-base aggregate topped with a finer aggregate layer that provides a
level and uniform bedding material. Properly installed and maintained, high-density
pavers have high load bearing strength and are capable of carrying heavy vehicle
weight at low speeds. Properly installed and maintained pavers should have a service
life of 20 to 25 years
(Smith,
2000). Pavers and Permeable Concrete Chicago Alleys
Figure
10: Permeable
(Source: Abby Hall, US EPA)

The success of the Chicago Green Alley Program is evident. Not only are the alleys been “greened” as a
result of the program, the surrounding properties and even the surrounding neighborhoods are
experiencing the positive
impacts
the program’s
implementation.
Figure
6.3.8ofClose-up
view
Figure 6.3.7 Permeable
interlocking concrete paver
section.
Graphic by Gary Anderson

of permeable pavers.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Photo by Curtis Hinman

Incorporating green streets as a feature of urban stormwater management requires matching road function
with environmental performance. Enhancing roads with green elements can improve their primary
function as a transportation corridor while simultaneously mitigating their negative environmental
impacts. In theory and practice many municipalities are not far removed from dedicated green streets
programs. Street tree and other greenscaping programs are often identified and promoted along urban
transportation corridors. Adapting them to become fully functional green streets requires minor design
modifications and an evaluation of how to maximize the benefits of environmental systems.
Portland’s green streets program demonstrates how common road and right-of-way elements (e.g., traffic
calming curb extensions, tree boxes) can be modified and optimized to provide stormwater management
in addition to other benefits. The curb cuts and design variations to allow runoff to enter the vegetated
areas are subtle changes with a significant impact and demonstrate how stormwater can be managed
successfully at the source. One of the biggest successes of the program was reassessing common design
2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo
features and realizing that environmental performance can be improved by integrating stormwater
management.

Figure 6.3.8 Close-up view
of permeable pavers.
Photo by Curtis Hinman

Where Portland used vegetation, Chicago’s Green Alley Program similarly demonstrates that hardscape
112 part
• LIDofTechnical
Guidance
Manual
Puget Sound permeable pavements that
elements can be an integral
a greening
program.
Byforincorporating
simulate natural infiltration, Chicago enhances the necessary transportation function of alleys while
enhancing infrastructure and environmental management. Portland also contrasts the “soft” and “hard”
15
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INFILTRATION CONVEYANCE SYSTEM –
ONTARIO, CANADA

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE GUIDE FOR WATER MANAGEMENT

Co-benefits
In situ water harvesting practices usually contribute
to soil conservation through preventing soil erosion
and soil loss, thus providing better conditions for
crops and other vegetation in the area. For rural areas
this means increased food security and resilience
to droughts as well as reduced need for irrigation
water and energy use for water transport.

as ultraviolet light disinfection, ozone treatment,
chlorination and reverse osmosis (EPA 2013).
For passive systems, maintenance costs are minimal,
mostly relating to removing debris and avoiding
clogging and vector breeding by regular maintenance
of screens. For more complex active systems, the time
and cost requirements for maintenance would be
correspondingly higher.

In urban areas, reduced energy requirements for
water treatment and transport can contribute to
better air quality, and reduced CO2 emissions from
local power plants. Even if treated for potable use,
rainwater, in most cases, requires less energy than
conventional water treatment and distribution.

The UK Rainwater Harvesting Association cites
USD 2,400 to USD 3,300 as an average cost for a
Conclusions
and Recommendations
household rainwater harvesting
system
(UKHRA
rainwater
harvesting and reuse requires enabling the practice through codes and regulations
2013), while the Centre forEncouraging
Science and
Environment
and providing incentives. State or municipal codes need to address public health concerns by stipulating
in India estimates a cost for
one
building’s
rainwater
water
quality
and cross-contamination
requirements. Similar to reclaimed and graywater, specific
harvesting system to berainwater
between
approximately
harvesting
codes need to be developed. Codes should establish acceptable uses for rainwater
and
corresponding
treatment
requirements.
Disinfection of rainwater for reuse has been the standard, but
USD 50 and USD 550 (rainwaterharvesting.org 2013).

In many regions of the world, water harvesting
techniques are part of cultural heritage, and have
historically been part of community development.
Re-establishing some of the traditional rainwater
harvesting structures can therefore also contribute
to preservation of traditional knowledge. Examples of
such structures include the vast variety of traditionally
used rainwater harvesting structures in India – e.g.
kundis, khatris, and more (rainwaterharvesting.
org 2013).

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

recent research and policies should encourage jurisdictions to evaluate lesser requirements for non-

RAINWATER HARVESTING

Costs
The costs of water harvesting vary depending on the
design of structures chosen, but the technologies
applied are generally low-cost. For the more
traditional in situ solutions, especially in rural
areas, the costs might only relate to the labour
costs needed for construction. For urban solutions
costs will be comprised of the expenses related to
storage tanks, cisterns, pumps, as well as distribution
pipes, where applicable. Some costs might occur in
connection with energy for pumping, protection to
deter mosquitos and water pre-treatment, where
needed.
For outdoor use, the needed pre-treatment is usually
minimal e.g. gravity filtration or first-flush diversion
(CVC & TRCA 2010), whereas indoor and potable
use might require more complex solutions such

potable uses
in water
closets and urinals. The simplification of the on-site treatment process and
A study examining lifecycle
costs
of rainwater
associated cost savings could broaden the use of rainwater harvesting without increasing exposure risks.
harvesting in four developing
countries found that
capital expenditure for storage
rainwater
harvesting incentives for
In addition
to code development,
3
rainwater
should
The
systems ranged from USD
40 toharvesting
USD 200
per be
minstituted.
,
incentives
shoulditrecognize
while for sand dams (in situ
measures)
was as that
lowrainwater is a
resource
and
that
the
use
of
potable
water
carries
as USD 10 to USD 30 perand
m3environmental
(Batchelor et
2011). cost. Current
andal.
economic
water policies and rates do not promote

It is important to note that
large scale
sustainability,
with a rainwater
structure that inadequately
harvesting can significantly
the ofnatural
accounts affect
for the value
water and does not
promote
conservation.
should review
hydrological regime of a river by reducingMunicipalities
surface
their water rates to see if they appropriately account
runoff and increasing groundwater recharge and
for the full cost of water. Pricing alternatives such
evaporation losses. This
negatively
as may
increasing
block rates,impact
which increase the price
of water
with increased
use, create an incentive to
downstream water users,
including
ecosystems.
conserveharvesting
potable water.
increased price of
Therefore, planning for rainwater
of aAnlarger
potable water would encourage investment in
magnitude needs to be done
with
care, and
proper
rainwater
harvesting
systems
because they offer a
knowledge of the local hydrology
is essential.
long-term inexpensive
supply of water after the
initial capital investment. The combined actions of

Water harvesting
establishing certain requirements for rainwater

harvesting systems and increasing the currently
Water
Co-benefits
management benefits underpriced cost of water creates a complementary

¬
¬
¬

system that can encourage the use of alternative

Water supply
¬ Reduced
water
sources. costs of
regulation (water
water conveyance and
storage and improved
treatment, energy savings
groundwater recharge)
¬ Climate change
Flood mitigation (reduced
adaptation,
stormwater runoff)
increased resilience
Water purification
¬ Maintained crop
(increased infiltration)
productivity,
soil conservation
¬ Cultural value,
preservation of
traditional knowledge

Commercially sized cistern at the Chicago Center for
Green Technology. Photo: Abby Hall, EPA.
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THE HOW WELL’S - ISSUES
REMAIN
What is Feasible in Arid
Regions?
How Well Do these Systems
Perform?
What is Appropriate Approach
for New & Retrofitted Systems?
How Do We Make them
Sustainable?

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

LACK OF INFORMATION ON GI
PERFORMANCE IN INTERMOUNTAIN
International Stormwater BMP Database

WEST

charts by BMP category showing the approximate distribution of BMPs categorized according to
nine EPA Rain Zones. As shown in these figures, the highest densities of studies tend to be
located near the East, West, and Gulf Coasts and Great Lakes region, with relatively few studies
in the central portion of the U.S., with the exception of Denver, CO. As shown in Figure 2, there
are differences in representation of BMP categories in certain climates. For example,
bioretention studies are currently well-represented
in wet
climates,
but not dry climates.
17 general
BMP
categories
Conversely, the grass buffer strip category is dominated by studies in a more arid climate
(primarily southern California).
Most recent version posted:

BMP
International Stormwater
BMPSummary
Database Primary Source of
BMP/LID/GI Performance

September
2016
Figure 1. Map of International Stormwater
BMP Database
Test Site Locations in the U.S.
Most recent categorical
analysis: December 2014
~70 studies added 2016
Over 200 Green Infrastructure
BMP Studies
Over 100 manufactured
devices
Transportation-related studies
are a key focus area (FHWA)
Map Key

Category
Bioretention
Composite
Detention Basins (Dry)
Green Roofs
Grass Strip
Grass Swales
Infilt. Basin
LID Sites
Manufact. Devices
Media Filters
Maintenance
Other
Permeable Pavent
Perc. Trench
Retention Pond (Wet)
Rain Harvesting
Wetland Basin
Wetland Channel
Total BMPs
Control Sites

2016
Count
59
29
53
17
45
44
2
10
113
41
29
6
48
13
78
1
39
23
650
30

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

Not Shown: an additional four studies are located in other countries. Multiple BMPs are often
monitored at a single test site location (Test Sites = 358; BMPs = 512).
Data Source: http://www.bmpdatabase.org/Map.html on April 9, 2012.
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PERFORMANCE ALL OVER THE
PLACE!
Influent-Effluent Boxplots for TSS

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

SERIES OF STUDIES OVER LAST
10 YEARS TO ASSESS
PERFORMANCE OF BMPS & GI
SYSTEMS IN NORTHERN UTAH
• Field Evaluation of Three BMPs in Logan
• Greenhouse Study of Performance f(Plant Species &
Loading)
• Field Study of Performance f(Plant Species & Harvesting)
• Field Studies of GI Systems Cache & Salt Lake County

17
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FIELD EVALUATION OF BMPS

Evaluation of Three Typical Post-Construction, Vegetated BMPs
Three Rainfall Events
Flow and Pollutant Reduction Assessment

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

RESULTS

Wet Detention Basin Only BMP Providing Consistent
Pollutant Removal & Peak Flow Reduction
78 to 83% Reduction of Flow
66 to 83% Reduction of Pollutant Mass Loading
From Hydrographs – Water Retention w/In BMPs Vital
to Reducing Pollutant Loads in BMPs
2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo
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4/4/15%

VEGETATIVE IMPACTS ON STORMWATER
QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS

Study)Design)

Greenhouse Study

• Greenhouse%Experiment%
Six Plant
Species
• Six%plant%species%

N & Metals
Removal Performance
• Three%hydraulic%and%pollutant%loading%regimes%
Field Demonstration Study
Three Plant Species & Controls
N & Metal Uptake
Growth & Harvesting in Northern
Utah Climate

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

Six BMP Species Evaluated in Greenhouse Study

Common%Reed%

Ca_ail%

So`?stem%Bulrush%

Hard?stem%Bulrush%

+)
Clustered%Field%Sedge%

Smallwing%Sedge%

Unplanted%Controls%
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GREENHOUSE STUDY
Mass)Balance)

+)

Water%(added)%

+)
Soil%(iniRal)%

shoots%

=)

roots%

+)
Soil%
(end)%

+)

Water%(out)%
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6%

FINDINGS OF GREENHOUSE STUDY
•

•

•

•

Any Planted System Maintains Long-Term
Infiltration Rates
>80% Retention of Cu, Pb, Zn by Soil
Roots & Shoots Actively Take Up TN
Significant Plant Variability in Pollutant
Uptake
•

Sedge Had Consistently Higher
Removal of All Pollutants than Other
Species, Concentrated in Above
Ground Tissue
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FIELD DEMONSTRATION SITE

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

FIELD DEMONSTRATION SITE
Treatment Areas Planted with One of Three Species or
Allowed to Naturally Seed

Small Wing Sedge
(Carex spp.)

Maximilian Sunflower
(Helianthus maximillian)

Cattail (Typha latifolia)

Naturally Seeded
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FIELD DEMONSTRATION SITE
FINDINGS
Plant Growth Stabilizes Over 3 Yr Period
No Benefit to More than Annual Harvesting
for Metals
N & P Recovery Increase w/2x Year Harvesting
Plant Species Selection has Significant Impact on
Pollutant Uptake
Sedges > Uptake Cu, Zn than Sunflower or
Cattails
Sedges > Uptake Total-N, and Total-P than
Sunflower
Sedges Store Pollutants Preferentially in Above
Ground Tissue for “Easy” Harvesting

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

TWO GI STUDY AREAS
300 East Logan, UT

Public Utilities Salt Lake City
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300 EAST LOGAN
Curb Cut Bioswale
Planted with Turf Grass
& Pear Trees
Sample
Influent to Bays
Pore Water @ Two
Depths – N&P
Soil Cores for Metals
Analysis
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Cr

Fe

Al

pH

TSS

DOC

EC

NH3-N

TDP

NO3-N

TDN

TP

100

TN

300 EAST POLLUTANT REMOVAL –
GLOBAL AVERAGE SEVEN EVENTS

Percent Pollutant Removal @ 24in Depth

50
0
-50
-100
-150
-200
-250

<1 mg/L

≈10 µg/L

-300
-350
-400

<2 µg/L

-450
-500
-550
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PUBLIC UTILITIES, SLC
Parking Lot
”Bioretention” System
Site Split Into Two Filter
Layer Treatment Areas
East End Contains Utelite
Expanded Shale, West
End Contains Pea Gravel
Filter Layer

PUBLIC UTILITIES, SLC
Water Collected During Storm Events
Using Isco 6712 Autosampler
Gutters at Edge of Parking Lot With
Level Actuator that Signals
Autosampler
Sampler & Actuator Installed in
Original Access Wells, However No
Samples Could Be Collected Due to
High Permeability of Both Media
2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo
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PUBLIC UTILITIES, SLC
Installation of New “Sump”
Wells w/Sealed Collection
Pipe Segment Below Screen
Screened Section Located
Beneath Each Filter Layer
Monitor Water Passing
through Filter Layer
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PUBLIC UTILITIES, SLC

Sump Well

Screen

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo
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Percent Removal Below Media Layer
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Ni

Fe
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TSS
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DOC
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TDP
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PUBLIC UTILITIES POLLUTANT
REMOVAL – GLOBAL AVERAGE TEN
EVENTS
100
-100
-300
-500
-700
-900
-1100

≈ 5 to 7
µg/L

<2 mg/L
<2 mg/L
≈ 50 to 100
mg/L

Utelite Expanded Shale

≈ 3 mg/L

Pea Gravel

-1300
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DO THESE SYSTEMS WORK?
ABSOLUTELY… SORT OF
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RAINFALL EVENTS COMPLETELY
CONTAINED
Over Last 15 Mo @ Both Sites
Multiple 25 Year Storms
Multiple 10 Year Storms
No Overflow/Discharge to
Surface Water
100% Pollutant Load Reduction
to Surface Water
Groundwater Loading On-Going
Concern
2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

CONCLUDING REMARKS
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?
Focus on Collection and Conveyance
Historically Critical
But Increasingly Impactful
Not Sustainable

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

WHERE DO WE NEED TO GO?
Focus on Distributed Treatment & Multifunctional Solutions
Integration of GI Into Local Landscapes
Design for Ecosystem Services
Design for Sustainable Systems

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo
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WHAT DO WE STILL NEED TO
KNOW?
Impact of Diversion from Surface Water
Pollutant Reduction Benefits to Surface Water Ecosystems
Habitat &
WQ Improvements
Ground Water Affects
Increased Water Availability
WQ Impairment?

2017 Fall Conference and Storm Water Expo

QUESTIONS?
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